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Abstract

This study defines and establishes all feasible database table design solutions for storing IFC data into RDB and evaluates the relative performance of each solution through query experiments to find a design solution that maximizes both performance and data consistency. As a result, we believe that the method of creating a table for each entity and maintaining the inheritance relationship by giving it a foreign key is the most appropriate method for constructing an IFC relational database at present. As BIM continues to develop, there is a growing momentum to share and utilize BIM data on cloud servers. We will contribute to the realization of such an ideal.
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1. Background

1.1. The importance of BIM server

With the rise of smart city concept, Building information Model (BIM) [1] and Geographic Information System (GIS) technologies are becoming more and more important in acquiring, managing, and analyzing building and city information. BIM provides accurate information model of single building for city construction management, focusing on the fine representation of local single building. GIS, on the other hand, can provide a basic framework for urban construction management, focusing on the representation of outdoor information. Therefore, by leveraging the technical advantages of both systems, integrating BIM and GIS is an effective way to realize digital and smart city construction [2], [3]. Prior studies in the field of integrating BIM and GIS rely on two data standards, CityGML and IFC, and employ the data format conversion or standard extension approaches [4]. Prior research related to the data format conversion is overwhelmingly focused on the conversion from IFC to CityGML, which is currently the mainstream way to integrate BIM and GIS [5]. Due to the large differences in geometric expressions and object semantics between the two data models, only 60-70 of the approximately 900 objects defined in IFC can be directly matched to CityGML semantically [6], [7]. Therefore, the loss of semantic information is considered unavoidable in the process of IFC to CityGML transformation. As for the research on the extension of standards, it is mainly based on the extension of IFC and CityGML data schema, which leads to a new data standard that meets the needs of urban construction [8]. Compared with the former, although such methods effectively circumvent the information loss problem in data conversion, redefining the data model is not only a large and difficult workload, but also requires the development of a specific platform to support data visualization. While using data conversion or standard extension, both methods have limitations for the use of BIM data. Because essentially, they are all about extracting and transferring the required BIM data into a specific
data format to be used at a certain time for specific needs. However, with the continuous development of the city, the corresponding needs are constantly changing. The two methods above are difficult to support the changing needs of the future city construction [9]. On the other hand, the concept of BIM server is being popularized. Unlike the traditional form of storing BIM data in one (or more) files in a discrete manner, BIM server stores all BIM data in a unified form internally and exposes the required BIM information to client applications in the form of Application Programming Interface (API)s according to users’ requirements [10]. Since the BIM server is in a separate state from the client application, it would make it easier to develop new applications using BIM data. This is because developers only need to call the corresponding APIs to the server to access the relevant subset of information without the need to understand the complex data model of BIM [11], [12].

Based on the aforementioned characteristics of BIM server, it is reasonable to believe that in the process of transferring BIM information to urban information model, the way of providing data through BIM server will be more able to cope with the changing needs of future urban construction than data format conversion and standard extension [13]. When it comes to responding to new requirements, developers will only need to add new APIs in BIM server for the corresponding requirements, whereas they may have to reconfigure the whole system if data format conversion or standard extension is employed. To validate this idea, it is important to understand how to build a suitable BIM server.

Since BIM data is characterized with large data volume, various data formats and complicated data users [12], what form of BIM data to handle and how to store these data will become the key point of building BIM server. In order to ensure the interoperability of BIM models built by different applications, buildingSMART International (bSI) has created a series of international standards such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), Information Delivery Manual (IDM) and Model View Definition (MVD) [14]. Among them, IFC defines the BIM data structure, IDM defines the business process of data conversion, and MVD can define the data subset of IFC model according to the Exchange Requirements (ER) defined by IDM [15]. In addition, with the increasing number of cases of BIM models integration through IFC in practice [16], [17], the effectiveness of using IFC as a standard specification for BIM data has been recognized. Therefore, we believe that it is valid to build a BIM server around the IFC data format.

1.2. Research objectives

Several research institutions and companies have conducted in-depth research on how to build BIM servers with IFC. Due to the limitations of storing IFC data in the form of files, such as not supporting parallel operation, difficulty in ensuring data integrity and completeness, and containing too much redundant information [18], many IFC servers nowadays choose to store IFC data in the form of databases. The relational database (RDB) is favored by many IFC servers, such as IMSvr, CIS2SQL [19], [20], owing to its long history, stable performance, ability to maintain data consistency, ability to provide rich APIs, and mature commercial software and supporting tool software [21]. These studies show that it is feasible to build IFC servers with RDB. However, when building IFC servers, the different database table design schemes mean that it is inevitable to make trade-offs between the access efficiency and data consistency [22]. The exiting research remains silent on the impact of these trade-offs on the system, as it mostly focuses on whether RDB can be built or not. Therefore, this study defines and establishes all feasible database table design solutions for storing IFC data into RDB, and evaluates the relative performance of each solution through query experiments to find a design solution that maximizes both performance and data consistency. In addition, some studies have been conducted to compare RDB with other types of databases [23]. This paper provides an understanding of whether the database design solutions used in these studies are the most representative for RDBs. Finally, since this paper lists all the possible database design options and performs performance tests on each of them, it provides options for developers who are trying to use RDB to build IFC servers in terms of database design options.

2. Literature review

So far, many researchers have worked on the implementation of IFC model servers and the method of storing IFC data in the form of a database has received a lot of attention. Databases can be broadly classified into two types: Structured Query Language (SQL) databases, also called relation database (RDB) and Not only Structured Query Language (NoSQL) databases.

In terms of research on NoSQL databases, Watanuki used graph database to design a data model storage method independent from IFC schema version differences [23], Beetz et al.
developed a BIM server using a key-value storage Database Management System (DBMS) [24]. Although NoSQL databases are fast, efficient, simple to extend and have some advantages in high concurrency processing, since most non-relational databases do not support transaction processing, they cannot guarantee data integrity and security during frequent data updates and deletions. Moreover, most NoSQL databases do not support SQL language queries, which makes it not only costly to learn and use, but also difficult to perform more complex queries [22].

Compared with NoSQL databases, most RDBs support the four major characteristics of transactions, namely Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability, thus greatly reducing the problems of data redundancy and data inconsistency. Even in the face of very complex queries, they can be implemented using the standardized query language SQL [19]. As for the research of RDB, Adachi converts the IFC schema defined in EXPRESS language into the highly common eXtensible Markup Language (XML) language, also known as IFCXML, according to ISO10303-28:2007 standard, and then converts IFCXML into the IFC database in the form of SQLServer. Based on this database, an IFC server named IMSvr was developed [19]. Unfortunately, it seems that the IMSvr server is no longer maintained, and the exact conversion mechanism is not publicly available. About the same time, YOU developed a server called CIS/2 SQL [20]. Although this server was developed for the CIS/2 data format, it could be used as an IFC server in a sense because CIS2 was defined in the same EXPRESS language as IFC. However, the special relationship of ANDOR between the entities in the definition of CIS/2, which is not available in IFC, has led to unnecessary development costs and difficulties. In addition, GUO attempted to build an IFC database by first converting the IFC schema to Java classes and then to MySql using the Hibernate Object Relational Mapping (ORM) framework [25]. What these studies have in common is that they each designed a set of mapping rules to convert the IFC schema into RDB database tables in order to verify whether an IFC database can be built with RDB. Since IFC is defined based on object-oriented concepts, but RDB is not. This leads to an impedance mismatch between the two in the conversion process [26]. In other words, different database table design schemes have different impacts on the data access efficiency and data consistency. At present, since native BIM data is not created based on IFC, it leads to the problem of semantic mismatch and missing information when exporting BIM data from authoring BIM software to IFC format. The impact of such problems could potentially be mitigated by an appropriate database table design scheme, because when the data is ambiguous with the database schema, it cannot be stored in the database due to error reporting [21]. Existing studies have not systematically compared the impact of each solution in the data access efficiency and data consistency trade-off process, making it difficult to determine which database table design solution is most appropriate for storing IFC data. In addition, most of the existing studies are not open source, it is therefore difficult to reproduce the systems in a third-party format and conduct an objective comparison and analysis.

In addition, some studies compare RDB with other types of databases. For example, Lee and Li show that storing IFC data in an object-relational database (OODB) is more efficient than RDB in terms of data access [27]. However, OODB technology is not yet mature, its interoperability among database management system software is low, and APIs for connecting databases and applications are difficult to unify, meaning it is difficult to apply in practice. In this type of research, they did not consider the impact of different database design solutions on the performance of RDB, and there is no strong data support to compare whether the RDB used in their experiments is the most representative one. In order to fill the above research gaps, this paper presents a comprehensive analysis and comparison of all feasible database table design schemes when IFC data is stored in RDB.

3. IFC to RDB mapping rules defined for experiment

The definition of the IFC schema contains data types such as entity, simple type, enum type, user-defined type, collection type, select type [28]. Additionally, there is also an inheritance relationship between entities. It is like the concept of base/derivative classes in object-oriented languages, where lower-level entities can obtain the properties defined by higher-level entities through inheritance without having to repeat the definition of these properties. The essence of converting the IFC schema to RDB is to consider how the above data types and inheritance relationship are represented in the form of database tables. This process is usually called mapping, and the corresponding conversion method is also called mapping rule, since the IFC schema is defined in the EXPRESS language, which is a data model language, not a programming language [28]. Therefore, for the computer to be able to execute the corresponding mapping rule, the IFC model needs to be reproduced in the form of a programming language first. This is one of the reasons why it is difficult to freely convert IFC
patterns to RDB according to the pre-designed mapping rules. In this study, we design all the feasible mapping rules for converting IFC to RDB (as illustrate in Figure 1), and then develop the EXPRESS language parser based on c# programming language using ANTLR, and because of this, we are able to develop a program that can automatically convert IFC patterns to RDB according to various mapping rules. Finally, the performance difference of each RDB is compared systematically by Benchmark Test to clarify which mapping rule (database table design pattern) is the most suitable for storing IFC data. The following sub-sections will discuss the specific schemes of various mapping rules and their advantages and disadvantages.

![Figure 1. The process of converting IFC to RDB via various mapping rules](image)

### 3.1. Entity

The methods of mapping IFC schema to RDB can be categorized into two: entity-to-table and attribute-to-table. As shown in the Figure 2, P1 is a way to unify the data of all entities with inheritance relationships in one table. In order to identify the specific subclass entities, an identification column is added to the table. Since it is possible to query the attributes of subclass entities without using JOIN SQL, it has the advantage of fast querying. However, this method must allow NULL values in columns other than the primary key column and the identity column. For example, in the IFC schema definition, there is an entity called IfcTask, and it is a subclass entity of IfcProcess with a required attribute called IsMilestone, while IfcProcess also has another subclass entity called IfcProcedure. And the IsMilestone attribute is not defined in the IfcProcedure entity. As a result, in order to store the data of IsMilestone attribute in a table, IsMilestone column must allow NULL value to exist. This makes the design of the database table ambiguous with the definition of the IFC schema, so the database cannot guarantee data integrity. In addition, there is a multi-level inheritance relationship in the definition of IFC, for example, from the IfcRoot entity derived from as many as 419 child entities, and a total of 602 attributes. This leads to an excessive number of columns in a single table, which can greatly reduce the performance of the database. Based on the above reasons, this study concluded that the P1 method is not suitable for storing IFC data, so it is excluded from this comparison.

The P2 method is a method that creates a table regardless of whether it is an abstract entity or a non-abstract entity. The subclass entity table has a column for storing its own attributes, and a column for storing inheritance relationships. This column is set to FOREIGN KEY CONSTRAINT, which is used to store the PRIMARY KEY of the superclass entity. For example, when an instance of IfcTask is stored in the database, the table T_IfcTask stores its own defined attributes such as Status, WorkMethod, IsMilestone, Priority, TaskTime, PredefinedType, while other attribute values are stored in the corresponding superclass entity table. Since these tables share a PRIMARY KEY information, one can use JOIN SQL to query the attributes defined by the super class entities. However, this has both an advantage and a disadvantage, as each entity creates a database table for each entity, when retrieving data across a range of entity hierarchies, many tables need to be joined, which can lead to database performance degradation. However, unlike the P1 method, one can add NOT NULL constraints to the corresponding columns according to the definition of the IFC schema, which will more accurately reproduce the content defined by the IFC schema and therefore better guarantee the integrity of the data.

The P3 method maps only the non-abstract entities to a database table, and the attribute data of the superclass entities are also stored in this table. This not only reduces the number of tables but also allows you to query specific properties without using JOIN SQL. However, when multiple entities inherit from the same superclass entity, there are many duplicate columns between database tables, which causes unnecessary waste of database space. In addition, all inheritance relationships are not reflected in the database because the database tables are not
created for superclass entities. This has a significant impact when querying geometry information. For example, in the definition of IFC schema, the IfcSweptDiskSolid entity forms a one-to-one relationship with the abstract entity IfcCurve through the Directrix property. And IfcCurve has derived from IfcLine, IfcPcurve, IfcSurfaceCurve and other non-abstract entities. For this case, P3 method does not map IfcCurve to database table, so a new column must be added in T_IfcSweptDiskSolid table to indicate which table this table is related to. Although data can be stored when using this method, data integrity cannot be guaranteed in the database because FOREIGN KEY CONSTRAINT cannot be set between tables and the data status of the associated tables cannot be guaranteed. Furthermore, because the IFC schema is also constantly updated, once the definition of the abstract entity is updated, the database built by the P3 method will face a substantial reconstruction. For the database built by the P2 method, when an abstract entity is updated, only the table of the corresponding entity needs to be modified.

The P4 method differs from the above three methods in that it separates entity instances from attributes and stores the attributes in tables of their respective base data types. This minimizes the number of tables in the database and makes data management easier. However, for an entity instance, its attribute information is distributed and stored in multiple tables, and when retrieving information about an attribute of that entity, the associated attribute tables and instance tables must be JOIN SQL, which will probably lead to a reduction in data query efficiency.

![Diagram of table structure for each design pattern](Figure 2)
3.2. SimpleType, EnumType, UserDefinedType

SimpleType is the most basic data type in the EXPRESS language. They include REAL, INTEGER, NUMBER, LOGICAL, BOOLEAN, STRING, BINARY and so on. As shown in Table 1, REAL, INTEGER, NUMBER, STRING, and BINARY can be converted directly because there is a one-to-one data type in the database. However, for LOGICAL and BOOLEAN types, there is no corresponding data type in the database, so this study uses bit type instead. The bit type is an integer type, and its value can be 1, 0 or NULL. Therefore, if the data type of an attribute of an entity is LOGICAL or BOOLEAN, its attribute value is stored as 1 if TRUE, 0 if FALSE, and NULL if UNKNOWN. Since all EnumType in the IFC schema can be expressed as strings, they can be converted to nvarchar types when stored in the database. For UserDefinedType conversion rules depend on its underlying data type.

Table 1. Mapping rule about simpletype.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Express SimpleType</th>
<th>SqlServer data type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REAL</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOGICAL (TRUE, FALSE, UNKNOWN)</td>
<td>bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOLEAN (TRUE, FALSE)</td>
<td>bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRING</td>
<td>nvarchar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BINANY</td>
<td>varbinary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. AggregationType

Since RDB does not support data types in the form of arrays, data of AggregationType in the IFC schema cannot be stored directly. In order to store the data type, there are two possible workarounds. One is to separate the elements of the array by commas and store them as string types. The other is to create a separate table for each attribute of type AggregationType to store each element. For the former not only violates the database's First normal form (1NF), but because all data is converted to string types, if there is some data within the IFC file that violates the IFC schema definition, when these data are stored in the database, the database side is not able to detect it. This results in the application not only having to check the accuracy of the data when importing the IFC file into the database, but also having to convert the data to the original data type after acquiring it, which greatly increases the overall system development effort. On the other hand, the latter separates the attributes of the array type from the entity table and creates a separate table for them. So the data consistency can be ensured by associating the array attribute table with the entity table through FOREIGN KEY CONSTRAINT. The Figureure shows two instances of IfcCartesianPoint with coordinate values (X=0, Y=0, Z=0) and (X=0, Y=0, Z=100) deposited into the database. From the Figure 3, we can know that T_IfcCartesianPoint table and T_IfcCartesianPoint_Has_Coordinate two tables form a one-to-many relationship through IfcCartesianPoint_Id field, and because this field adds FOREIGN KEY CONSTRAINT, if the data in T_IfcCartesianPoint table is deleted or updated, the data in T_IfcCartesianPoint_Has_Coordinate table will also be deleted or updated automatically. Based on the above characteristics, this study adopts the latter design method to ensure data integrity to the maximum extent.

Figure 3. Example of IfcCartesianPoint table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T_IfcCartesianPoint</th>
<th>T_IfcCartesianPoint_Has_Coordinate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Id</td>
<td>IfcCartesianPoint_Id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4. SelectType

Compared to other data types, the selection type is special. Its value can be any of the multiple data types defined by the IFC schema. Since the specific data type of the SelectType attribute in IFC data cannot be determined at the database table design stage, it is impossible to set the data type for the fields of this attribute. This makes it difficult to reflect the attributes of the SelectType in the RDB. In order to cope with this issue, this study considers mapping two fields for the attribute of the selection type. One field stores the actual selected entity name, and the other field stores the corresponding value, and both fields are set to string type. In addition, if the selectable data type is an entity type, the PRIMARY KEY of the actual selected entity is stored as the value. Although this design method is relatively simple to implement, the data state of the interrelated entity instances cannot be guaranteed on the database side due to the inability to set up FOREIGN KEY CONSTRAINT for the related tables. The impact of data consistency brought about by SelectType on the database has to be left to the application to deal with it.

![Figure 4. The UML of Ifc schema parser.](image)

4. Research methodology

4.1. Methods for auto-converting IFC to RDB and auto-importing IFC data

In order to know the most suitable database table design scheme for converting IFC to RDB, this study developed a tool to automatically convert IFC schema to RDB according to different mapping rules for IFC4_ADD2_TC1. The tool has three functions, including automatic RDB creation based on IFC schema files, IFC data import and QUERY performance testing. A specific problem when converting IFC schema to RDB is how to convert the content defined in EXPRESS language into SQL statements for RDB creation. This requires first parsing the IFC schema file and classifying the various data types and the relationships between them, and then converting each data type into a corresponding SQL statement according to the pre-designed mapping rules. Therefore, in this study, we first design a data model specifically for parsing IFC schemas, which becomes the parsing model below. As shown in the Figure 4, a data type named BaseType is defined as the superclass of all data types. From this superclass, SimpleType, Entity, WrappedType, EnumType, SelectType, AttributeType classes are derived. The Entity class defines four attributes, Attributes, IsAbstract, Subs, and Supers; Attributes stores the attributes of each Entity as a data type; IsAbstract distinguishes whether an entity is an abstract entity. The WrappedType class refers to a new IFC data type defined by the user based on SimpleType. The WrappedType class has a property called IsAggregate that is designed to determine if the WrappedType class is an array type, which allows the program to
easily identify if the property is an array type, and thus determine if a new table needs to be created independently to store the array elements. The AttributeType class has an attribute called IsEntityRef, which can be used to determine whether the data type that can be selected is an entity type or a value type. It can be used to determine whether the relevant IFC attribute is a required attribute, so that a not null constraint can be created for the field of this attribute when creating the database.

Based on the above parsing model, this study developed a tool to automatically convert IFC schema files (.exp) into SQL statements according to different mapping rules using the open-source syntax parser ANTLR, based on C# programming. The Figure 5 shows the User Interface (UI) for the tool and the converted SQL statements are shown in the Appendix. The database can be created by executing the converted SQL statements. In this study, we also developed a tool to convert IFC data into SQL statements required for importing databases created by different mapping rules. The conversion results are shown in the table. Finally, QUERY performance tests were conducted using these imported IFC data.

4.2. Query test

This study uses the BUCKY benchmark method to evaluate the performance of the RDB generated based on mapping rules. Originally, BUCKY is a commonly used query-based benchmark specifically designed for testing the performance of ORDBs and RDBs. It is composed of 16 queries for testing five areas, namely inheritance, object references, collection data types methods, and abstract data types [29]. Due to the existence of an RDB version, BUCKY can also be used to compare the performance of RDBs composed of different database table design schemes. This study follows the existing literature on testing IFC databases [27], [30] and selects 10 QUERYs from the original BUCKY that are suitable for testing IFC data.

The specific QUERY contents and the purpose of QUERY testing are shown in the Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>SqlServer data type</th>
<th>Test goal</th>
<th>QUERY in this study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SINGLE-EXACT</td>
<td>A simple selection operation, independent of other test items</td>
<td>Get columns with PredefinedType = &quot;column&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HIER-EXACT</td>
<td>Querying data in the inheritance relation</td>
<td>Get columns with PredefinedType = &quot;oo&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SINGLE-JOIN</td>
<td>Querying data using the self-join operation</td>
<td>Get multiple columns with the same &quot;PredefinedType&quot; value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HIER-JOIN</td>
<td>Querying performance of inherited classed</td>
<td>Get multiple columns with the same &quot;Tag&quot; value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SET-ELEMENT</td>
<td>Querying collection-type data that satisfy one condition</td>
<td>Get columns with X=&quot;oo&quot; in the relative coordinate system of columns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. User Interface about IfcDB test tool.
4.3. Sampling procedure

This study will test three IFC data sets varying in size and complexity. The first is a simple frame model comprising some columns, beams, floors and walls. The second is an IFC file that integrates the design, equipment and structural sample models included in Revit 2021 and output using the IFC4 Reference View MVD. The third is a concrete frame BIM model of a 20-story high-rise apartment building, including a rebar model. Details of each file are shown in the Figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>capture</th>
<th>Number of instances</th>
<th>Data size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>89.5 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>263276</td>
<td>24.4 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>2240026</td>
<td>153 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. About Ifc sample data.
5. Result

The results of various experiments are shown in Figure 7. The processing time for data import increases as the data increases for all three methods. When the amount of data is small, P3 has the fastest processing speed, but we cannot confirm a significant difference with P2 and P4. The more the number of instances increases, the more pronounced the difference becomes. In Sample 3, there is a performance difference of up to 30 minutes between P4 and P2 or P3.

Q1 and Q3 are queries designed using attributes defined by the entities themselves. When the number of instances is small, P4 has the fastest processing time, but as the number of instances increases, the processing time of P4 increases significantly. However, beyond a certain amount of data, P4 has the slowest processing time; P2 and P3 can retrieve data in almost constant time regardless of the amount of data. Also, the processing speeds of P2 and P3 are not so different.

Q2 is a query that searches for inherited attributes. When the number of instances is small, P4 has the fastest processing speed. Also, the processing speed of P2 and P3 is almost the same. When the number of instances increases, P2 and P4 become slower, but the speed is almost the same for P3. As a result, P3 has the best performance when the amount of data is large.

Q4 is a query to retrieve multiple instances with the same inherited attributes; in P2 and P4, the processing speed decreases as the data volume increases; in P3, the processing speed remains the same when the data volume is within a certain range but decreases when it exceeds that range. In the case of handling large amounts of data, the performance of P4 is significantly lower than that of P2 and P3.

Q5 and Q6 are queries to obtain aggregate-type data. As the amount of data increases, the processing speed of all three methods slows down, but P4 has a significantly greater reduction than P2/P3. The results of Sample 3 show that P4 takes more than 1000 ms for a single search, while P3 is slightly faster than P2, but not by much.

Q7-Q10 and the rebar query test are queries that retrieve data using reference relationships between entities; P3 has the fastest processing speed and can retrieve data in a fixed amount of time regardless of the increase in data volume; P2 and P4 slow down as the data volume increases; P2 is slower than P3 but P2 is slower than P3, but the maximum difference in speed is only 70 ms. The performance difference between P4 and P2/P3 increases as the data volume increases. Based on the results of Sample 3, P4 requires about 8s of processing time in Q10.

Figure 7. The result of experiment.
6. Discussion and concluding remarks

6.1. Discussion

Based on the data import results, the P3 method is expected to have the fastest processing speed because it covers all attributes in a single table and can store data with only one SQL execution with one IFC instance as one record; the P2 method is slower than P3 because it requires the data to be stored in multiple tables by separating the attributes of one IFC instance. P4 requires importing as many data as the number of attributes, so performance deteriorates as the amount of data and the types of data types increase.

Based on the results of Q1 and Q3, P4 needs to retrieve a specific instance from the instance table. When dealing with large data volumes, the number of records in the instance table becomes very large, and it takes time to retrieve the target instance. The reason for this is thought to be that the performance of P4 degrades with the volume of data. On the other hand, in P2 and P3, the amount of data does not affect the processing speed because a table is created for each instance and the process of identifying a specific instance is not necessary.

The result of Q2 shows that the number of instances affects the processing speed for P4, while for P3, the same processing speed can be obtained regardless of whether the attribute to be searched is inherited or not, since the inherited attribute and the attribute defined by the user are expressed in a single table in full text. In P2, in order to search for inherited attributes, it is necessary to use JOIN processing to retrieve information from the inherited table to the inherited source table, which may be the reason for the slightly lower performance than in P3.

Based on the results of Q4, the number of data types in the stored IFC data affects performance because P4 stores data of the same data type in a single table. About P2 and P3, data is stored in each entity in a distributed manner. Furthermore, in P2, the number of fields for a single table is smaller than in P3 because there is also a table for abstract type entities. Therefore, in Sample 1, the retrieval speed of P2 is faster than that of P3. However, as the amount of data increases, the effect of JOIN becomes more pronounced, which may be the reason why P2 is slightly slower than P3 in Samples 2 and 3.

Since all three patterns use the same method to store aggregate type data, it is not possible to reflect how the DB design method affects performance. However, based on the results of Q5 and Q6, there is no significant difference in performance when comparing P2 and P3, so P2 is considered better in terms of data integrity.

Based on the results of Q7-Q10 and the rebar query test, when retrieving data using the reference relationship between entities, P4 requires a round-trip search to three tables: the table that stores instances in an integrated manner, the table that stores attribute information, and the table that stores actual values. The reason for this is that the longer the search route, the more significant the performance degradation. P3 stores the table name and Id of the related destination in the related source table, which is considered to have the best search efficiency because only the related destination and two related source tables can be processed by JOIN in a long search route. However, since foreign keys cannot be set, it is impossible to update data in the source table as changes in the destination table. Therefore, the search efficiency is slower than in P3. In addition, the performance difference tends to increase as the hierarchy of related entities increases.

There are many other factors that affect RDB performance. For example, attributes of entities to be queried, SQL algorithms, PC specifications, etc. Based on the results of this study, the entity-to-table method is considered more appropriate than the attribute-to-table method for storing IFC data. Among the entity-to-table methods, P3 can perform better than P2 in importing IFC data and querying using relationships between entities. However, there is no significant difference between the two in terms of retrieving simple entity attributes. P2 is also able to more reliably maintain data consistency and integrity. Since the IFC server services the building lifecycle, we believe that data consistency is more important than performance, and therefore, using P2 as the basic method and combining it with methods that improve query performance is the most appropriate method for building an IFC server at present.

6.2. Concluding remarks

This study systematically analyzes all feasible database design schemes for converting IFC schema to RDB and develops tools for automatically converting IFC schema files to RDB according to different data table design schemes. Accordingly, the performance of various database design schemes is compared systematically by various query tests. Through the experimental results, we find that when storing IFC data in the form of RDB, the attribute to table method is much lower than the entity to table method in terms of data import and data
fetching performance, although the overall number of database tables is small to facilitate data management. In the entity to table method, the method of creating database tables for both abstract entities and non-abstract entities (the P2 method mentioned above), when compared with other methods, can maintain data consistency to the greatest extent while also performing at a relatively high level. One of the main difficulties when developing BIM server is to strike a balance between the access efficiency and data consistency due to different database table design schemes. However, we know little about the optimal solution that maximizes both performance and data consistency. The method proposed in our study thus fill this void. Knowing this would reduce the difficulty of developing BIM server, in addition, in recent years, commercial IFC model server services have emerged and are used in the development of cloud-based BIM applications for design, construction and maintenance. bSI has been working on standardization of a common API specification for IFC model servers, named openCDE API, and the results of this study could help bSI to carry out such work. Nonetheless, although this study compares the optimality of IFC RDBs built from various mapping rules using data access and ensuring data consistency as metrics, there may be other factors affecting the optimality, such as the completeness of IFC schema representation of the mapped tables, which could be further explored and studied in the future. It should be noted that the P2 method proposed in our study can only ensure maximum data consistency for data types other than the SelectType in the IFC schema, which is conceptually a multiple inheritance. This is due to the fact that the existing RDBS is not suitable for storing multiple inheritance, and therefore, future studies need to conduct a more in-depth analysis of the storage method for SelectType.
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## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IFC</th>
<th>SQL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PART1**

```sql
CREATE TABLE T_ifcRoot
(
  Id unqiouidentifier primary key not null,
  GlobalId uniqueidentifier not null,
  Name nvarchar(max),
  Description nvarchar(max),
  constraint unique_GlobalId unique(GlobalId)
)

CREATE TABLE T_ifcObjectDefinition
(
  Id unqiouidentifier primary key not null,
  superEntity_Id uniqueidentifier not null,
  foreign key(superEntity_Id) references T_ifcRoot(Udd)
)

CREATE TABLE T_ifcObject
(
  Id unqiouidentifier primary key not null,
  superEntity_Id uniqueidentifier not null,
  foreign key(superEntity_Id) references T_ifcObjectDefinition(Udd)
)

CREATE TABLE T_ifcProduct
(
  Id unqiouidentifier primary key not null,
  superEntity_Id uniqueidentifier not null,
  ObjectPlacement_Id uniqueidentifier,
  Representation_Id uniqueidentifier,
  foreign key(superEntity_Id, ObjectPlacement_Id) references T_ifcObjectDefinition(Udd),
  foreign key(ObjectPlacement_Id) references T_ifcObjectPlacement(Udd),
  foreign key(Representation_Id) references T_ifcProductRepresentation(Udd)
)
```

**PART2**

```sql
CREATE TABLE T_ifcColumn
(
  Id unqiouidentifier primary key not null,
  superEntity_Id int not null,
  PredefinedType nvarchar(max),
  foreign key(superEntity_Id) references T_ifcBuildingElement(Udd)
)
```

**PART3**

```sql
CREATE TABLE T_ifcColumn
(
  Id unqiouidentifier primary key not null,
  GlobalId uniqueidentifier not null,
  Name nvarchar(max),
  Description nvarchar(max),
  ObjectPlacement_Name nvarchar(max),
  ObjectPlacement_Id uniqueidentifier,
  Representation_Name nvarchar(max),
  Tag nvarchar(max),
  constraint unique_GlobalId unique(GlobalId)
)
```

**PART4**

```sql
CREATE TABLE T_instances
(
  Id unqiouidentifier primary key not null
)

CREATE TABLE T_attributes
(
  Id unqiouidentifier primary key not null,
  Instance_Id uniqueidentifier,
  foreign key(Instance_Id) references T_instances(Udd)
)

CREATE TABLE T_string
(
  Id unqiouidentifier primary key not null,
  Attribute_Id uniqueidentifier,
  Value nvarchar(max),
  foreign key(Attribute_Id) references T_attributes(Udd)
)
```

Appendix A. Result of converting Ifc schema to Sql.
Appendix B. Result of converting Ifc data to Sql.
抄録

Building Information Model（BIM）データは、膨大かつ多種多様なデータ形式が存在しているため、大量なBIMデータを永続的に保存することと、異なる形式のBIMデータへの対応が必須になっている。そのような中で、BIMデータを利活用する可能性を広げるために、サーバーの構築が重要になっている。BIMサーバーを利用することで、煩雑なBIMデータを統合・共有できるのみならず、建設業界以外への情報連携することも可能になる。本研究では、buildingSMART International（bSI）が策定しているBIMデータの国際標準仕様であるIndustry Foundation Classes（IFC）を対象に、IFCをRelation Database（RDB）に変換した後の、RDBにおけるデータ整合性とパフォーマンスのトレードオフについて分析を行ったものである。データベースは、従来のファイルベースよりも、データの関連付け、データ保存量、データの共有・管理にメリットをもっている。中でも、Relation Database（RDB）は安定した性能があり、標準化されているSQLを使う、データの整合性を保つ仕組みがある、という特徴があり、多くの研究者がRDBを利用してBIMサーバーの構築している。しかし、大量かつ多様なBIMデータのRDB化では、RDBにおけるデータ整合性とパフォーマンスのトレードオフを行うことが避けられない。既存の研究では、IFCベースのRDBが構築できるか否かに焦点が当てられており、これらのトレードオフがシステムに与える影響はまだ解明されていない。そこで、本研究は、IFCデータをRDBに格納するために、実現可能なすべてのテーブル設計パターンを定義し、更にQuery実験によって性能とデータ整合性の両方から最適な設計パターンを見出した。その結果、エンティティごとにテーブルを作成し、外部キーを持たせることによって継承関係を維持するパターンが、データの整合性を最大限に保持しつつ一定のパフォーマンスを得ることができることが明らかにした。
Response letter

Official Review of Paper10 by AnonReviewer 2

Overall: While it is stated in Section 2 that the authors “develop a method for building a BIM server,” the contribution could be somewhat identified in the automated process to convert IFC schema to SQL statement; which is only a part of configuring the BIM server for a specific purpose. The paper fails to introduce the research to identify why this technique is worth developing in the broader context. Since the article is titled “The study of BIM server focusing on IFC to RDB conversion,” the following questions should be answered: why does the conversion matter? What is the purpose of such conversion and what is the scope (and limitation)? What are the expected use cases and why are they important?

We apologize for the purpose of the study was not stated clearly enough in the previous version, and that the background of the study was too long. This made it difficult to understand the research objective of our study. We have greatly improved the clarity of the paper and thoroughly revised the background, research objective, research methods, and the data description in the revised version.

Background: In Section 1, the authors state “this study proposes that BIM data should not be contained in a 3D urban model as a mere information source, but should aim to become a data services provider,” which is literally inconsistent with the original purpose of using BIM. Despite some examples being drawn, the authors should refer to more existing publications to reinforce the argument.

We greatly appreciate the reviewer’s suggestion. We have revised the background section to summarize the existing research regarding the approaches to integrate BIM with GIS, which includes two commonly used approaches, namely data format conversion and standard extension. However, we believe that both methods have limitations for the use of BIM data, for the reason that they are all about extracting and transferring the required BIM data into a specific data format to be used at a certain time for specific needs. With the continuous development of the city, the corresponding needs are constantly changing, and therefore, the two methods above may be difficult to cater the changing needs of the future city construction. Moreover, since previous studies suggest that BIM server could store all BIM data in a unified form internally and exposes the required BIM information to client applications in the form of APIs according to users’ requirements [11], [12]. Because the BIM server is in a separate state from the client application, it would make it easier to develop new applications using BIM data. Therefore, we believe that the use of BIM server will be more able to cope with the changing needs of future urban construction than data format conversion or standard extension.

The full revised discussion is on Section 1.1 page 1 to 2.

Research Objectives: In addition to the above, what are the expected contributions? What is more than “just good to have?”

We apologize for the lack of clarity in stating the research objective of our study. In the revised version, we have indicated that the purpose of this study is to define and establish all feasible database table design solutions for storing IFC data into RDB, and evaluates the relative performance of each solution through query experiments to find a design solution that maximizes both performance and data consistency. We expect this study to make at least following contribution. First, when building IFC servers, the different database table design schemes mean that it is inevitable to make trade-offs between the access efficiency and data consistency. However, the existing literature remains silent on the impact of these trade-offs on the system, as it mostly focuses on whether RDB can be built or not. Such an impact can be assessed through our analysis. Secondly, some studies have been conducted to compare RDB with other types of databases [19], [20]. This paper provides an understanding of whether the database design solutions used in these studies are the most representative for RDBs. Finally, since this paper lists all the possible database design options and performs performance tests on each of them, it provides options for developers who are trying to use RDB to build IFC servers in terms of database design options.

The full revised discussion is on Section 1.2 page 2.

Literature Review: The mentioned literature is biased and unexhaustive. There exist tens of academic publications regarding IFC conversion, for example, Automatic conversion of IFC datasets to geometrically and semantically correct CityGML LOD3 buildings (Donkers et al, 2016) or An evaluation of IFC-CityGML unidirectional conversion (El-Mekawy et al, 2012), as long as I searched. The authors must introduce the relevant existing research, allocate their argument to them, and prove that the parallel efforts are made compared to the reference.

We would like to thank the reviewer for pointing us to the related literature and helping us to distinguish our contribution from existing studies. We again apologize for the unclear research objective stated in the previous version, which might create misconception that this study is related to the issue of IFC and cityGML conversion. Since this study is about the optimal design of database tables when storing IFC data in a RDB, we only refer to prior studies on IFC databases in our literature review because they are closely related to our study. Nonetheless, we have incorporated those studies suggested by the reviewer into the background section as they are relevant to our study in a broader context.

The full revised discussion is on Section 2 page 2 to 3.
Research Methodology: The current statements have little to do with the actual methodology. If the significance lies in the converter and the evaluation process, it must be detailed in the section. It is slightly mentioned in Section 7, but this should be fully described in the earlier part. It also should be considered to implement the existing research framework to reorganize the paper.

We greatly appreciate your comments. In the revised version of the paper, we have added a section ‘IFC to RDB mapping rules defined for experiments’ to specifically describe all possible database design solutions. The ‘Research methodology’ section now describes how the designed solution is implemented, how the RDBs composed of different solutions are created, and how the performance of each RDB is evaluated by Query Test. This would allow us to derive the most suitable solution.

Research Core: Sections 5 and 6 are unnecessary. The authors should focus on the necessary concept by using the reference and elaborate more on what actually they developed/analyzed. The meaning of provided figures is very vague; the authors should thoroughly revise the figures to address the original contribution of the paper.

Following your suggestion, we have re-organized the structure of our paper. We have shortened and revised the original Sections 5, 6 changed to Section 3, 4 in new version. Section 3 will first briefly describe the details of the IFC schema. Then it discusses the specific schemes of various mapping rules and their advantages and disadvantages. Section 4 introduces the automatic IFC to RDB conversion tool developed in this study. We have also revised the discussion on the figures provided in the original version. The Figure 2 lists the diagram of the various Mapping rules when converting the IFC schema to RDB, and The Figure 3 provides an example showing two instances of IfcCartesianPoint with coordinate values (X=0, Y=0, Z=0) and (X=0, Y=0, Z=100) deposited into the database.

Section 7 seems to be the core of the paper, however, the authors do not clearly identify the problem and elaborate on the efforts they made. Some technical challenges are highlighted, but the fundamental question then comes back to: "what is better than the existing ones, and why do we need it." The paper should be streamlined to explain why that is the missing piece to solve the problem in line with the broader context.

We are grateful for the constructive suggestions and have revised the discussion to provide the rationale behind the approach used in our study. Since the IFC schema is defined in the EXPRESS language, which is a data model language, not a programming language. Therefore, for the computer to be able to execute the corresponding mapping rule, the IFC model needs to be reproduced in the form of a programming language first. This is one of the reasons why it is difficult to freely convert IFC patterns to RDB according to the pre-designed mapping rules. In this study, we design all the feasible mapping rules for converting IFC to RDB, and then develop the EXPRESS language parser based on c# programming language using ANTLR, and because of this, we can develop a program that can automatically convert IFC patterns to RDB according to various mapping rules.

The full revised discussion is on Section 1.2 page 2.

Section 8 only has a poor description of what was done. What are the details of the data? Why are these different types deployed? Where is the reference for BUCKY Benchmark, what is it, and why is it adopted? What was the purpose to test these three data sets? Overall, what can be scientifically concluded from the benchmark test and what is the implication (to be addressed in the Discussion section)?

We apologize for the mixed signals provided in the original version and have revised the discussion. In this study, the data import, BUCKY Benchmark, and rebar query are used to test the relative performance between IFC-RDB conversions constructed by various mapping rules or database table design schemes. BUCKY is a commonly used query-based benchmark specifically designed for testing the performance of ORDBs and RDBs. It is composed of 16 queries for testing five areas, namely inheritance, object references, collection data types methods, and abstract data types [29]. Due to the existence of an RDB version, BUCKY can also be used to compare the performance of RDBs composed of different database table design schemes. This study follows the existing literature on testing IFC databases [27],[30] and selects 10 QUERYs from the original BUCKY that are suitable for testing IFC data. Depending on the number of instances, we have selected three sets of files in our experiments. These files are selected to allow us to know not only the horizontal difference (e.g., the performance difference between RDBs constructed by different mapping rules for the same number of instances of IFC files), but also the vertical comparison (e.g., the impact on the performance of RDBs constructed by the same mapping rule when storing different numbers of instances of IFC files).

The full revised discussion is on Section 4.2 page 8.

Discussion and Conclusion: The conclusion is not clear and conclusive. The current sections only say that the authors created an automatic IFC conversion tool that sounds potentially useful in building RDB. What are the significances compared to the existing approach? What was technically overcome, that has not been resolved in the existing efforts? What are the limitations? And most importantly, how do you answer the question you formed in the introduction?

We are grateful for the valuable and constructive comments, and have revised the section to improve the relevance of this study. This study systematically analyzes all feasible database design schemes for converting IFC schema to RDB and develops tools for automatically converting IFC schema files to RDB according to different data table design schemes. Accordingly, the performance
of various database design schemes is compared systematically by various query tests. Through the experimental results, we find that when storing IFC data in the form of RDB, the attribute to table method is much lower than the entity to table method in terms of data import and data fetching performance, although the overall number of database tables is small to facilitate data management. In the entity to table method, the method of creating database tables for both abstract entities and non-abstract entities (the P2 method mentioned above), when compared with other methods, can maintain data consistency to the greatest extent while also performing at a relatively high level. Therefore, we believe that this method is the most suitable method for building IFC RDB at this stage. In addition, in recent years, commercial IFC model server services have emerged and are used in the development of cloud-based BIM applications for design, construction, and maintenance. bSI has been working on standardization of a common API specification for IFC model servers, named openCDE API, and the results of this study could help bSI to carry out such work. Nonetheless, although this study compares the optimality of IFC RDBs built from various mapping rules using data access and ensuring data consistency as metrics, there may be other factors affecting the optimality, such as the completeness of IFC schema representation of the mapped tables, which could be further explored and studied in the future.

The full revised discussion is on Section 6 page 11 to 12.

Some additional comments:

● Please write the full form of the acronym for the first time, like RDB.

Thank you for the suggestion. We have revised abbreviation thought out the text.

● Please revise the Japanese abstract.

Following your suggestion, We have revised the Japanese abstract.
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● Section 1 Background covers the necessity of BIM data service by touching on the latest 3D city model use cases. The author also states that the difficulties to realize the BIM data service as wide range of data, and complexities of discipline BIM data handling process and specifications. It can be valid statement, and would have been better if the role of IDM (Information Delivery Manual) and MVD(Model View Definition) are mentioned here to describe the BIM process and BIM data specifications.

We greatly appreciate your suggestion. We have added the discussions on the role of IDM (Information Delivery Manual) and MVD(Model View Definition) into the Section 1.1.

".....buildingSMART International (bSI) has created a series of international standards such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), Information Delivery Manual (IDM) and Model View Definition (MVD). Among them, IFC defines the BIM data structure, IDM defines the business process of data conversion, and MVD can define the data subset of IFC model according to the Exchange Requirements (ER) defined by IDM [14]. (page 2)."

● Section 2 Research objectives: The term of “original BIM data” is more commonly used as “native BIM data”.

Thank you for the suggestion. We have changed the term “original BIM data” to “native BIM data” in the revised version.

"At present, since native BIM data is not created based on IFC, it leads to the problem of semantic mismatch and missing information when exporting BIM data from authoring BIM software to IFC format. (page 2)"

● Section 3 Literature review covers comprehensive previous studies on BIM data model, especially EXPRESS language, mapping to different kinds of database systems.

We would like to thank the reviewer for the comments.

● Section 4 Research Methodology: In this section, the authors direct the use of RDB to store IFC data into IFC server. It is better that further discussion of comparison between RDB approach and other database systems, such as key-value, big table, and so on.

Following your suggestion, we have revised the literature review to include the discussion on the advantages and disadvantages when using a non-relational database to store BIM data. The detailed discussion is as followed.
“In terms of research on NoSQL databases, Watanuki used graph database to design a data model storage method independent from IFC schema version differences [23]. Beetz et al. developed a BIM server using a key-value storage Database Management System (DBMS) [24]. Although NoSQL databases are fast, efficient, simple to extend and have some advantages in high concurrency processing, since most non-relational databases do not support transaction processing, they cannot guarantee data integrity and security during frequent data updates and deletions. Moreover, most NoSQL databases do not support SQL language queries, which makes it not only costly to learn and use, but also difficult to perform more complex queries [22]. (page 2 to 3)"

Given that the use of RDB approach is the main focus of this study, the comparison between RDB and other database systems might not be closely related to the current project. However, we will compare RDB with other database systems in much more detail in a later study.

● **Section 5** The structure of the IFC schema: This section seems to be the description of structure of EXPRESS language. It would be better that overview of IFC class hierarchy is mentioned here, so that the mapping rules described in the next section 6 will become much clearer.

Thank you for the insightful advice. We have added a discussion regarding the overview of IFC class hierarchy to Section 3 in the revised manuscript.

“Additionally, there is also an inheritance relationship between entities. It is like the concept of base/derivative classes in object-oriented languages, where lower-level entities can obtain the properties defined by higher-level entities through inheritance without having to repeat the definition of these properties. (page 3)”

● **Section 6** Different types of mapping rules: This section is a main body to describe the IFC schema to relational database (RDB) table mapping methodology. The authors state the table design method in the first half of the section, however the relation between the method patterns and mark number P1 to P4 in the figure 1 is ambiguous. And the term of “DBing” should be replaced to a more general term.

We are grateful for the advice. For the ease of the reader, we have re-organized the discussion on the various mapping rules used in our study. To improve clarify, we have replaced the word “DBing” with “storing IFC data”, which is on Section 3 page 4.

● **Section 7** About the tool to auto-convert IFC to RDB: It is better to specify the version of IFC4 schema, because IFC4 contains multiple releases at the moment. The part of discussion about the figure 3 of UML of IFC schema parser can be included in the Section 6.

Following your suggestion, we have revised the discussion in Section 3.3 to clarify the version of IFC4 schema used in our study is IFC4_ADD2_TC1.

“In order to know the most suitable database table design scheme for converting IFC to RDB, this study developed a tool to automatically convert IFC schema to RDB according to different mapping rules for IFC4_ADD2_TC1. (page 7)”

We have also moved the figure 4 of UML to Section 3 in the revised version.

● **Section 8** Experiment: The sentence, “benchmark tests were conducted on various DBs” could be misinterpreted as tests were conducted on different DB systems. In my understanding, multiple mapping rules were tested and compared.

We apologize for the confusion. We have revised the indicated sentence to be as followed.

“This study uses the BUCKY benchmark method to evaluate the performance of the RDB generated based on mapping rules. (Section 4.2 page 8)”

● **Section 8** Discussion should be 9 in numerical order, and Concluding remarks. The completeness of IFC schema representation of the mapped tables should be evaluated and discussed in the future. In recent years, commercial IFC model server services have been spreading, and have been used in the development of cloud-based BIM applications in design, construction, and maintenance phases. The buildingSMART International has been working on standardizing the common API specification for IFC model server, named openCDE API, and it is expected that the findings from this paper will contribute to such buildingSMART efforts.
Thank you very much for your suggestion. We have revised the section numbers throughout the text and incorporated your suggestion into Section 6.2 on page 12.

Some additional comments:

● Building Information Modeling, BIM, BIM data, and BIM model: The abbreviation BIM is usually known as Building Information Modeling to imply the process using digital representation in the built environment. On the other hand, the term of data of BIM itself appears BIM model or BIM data, and sometimes BIM as Building Information Model. The quotation of the building information modeling’s definition from ISO 19650-1: use of a shared digital representation of a built asset to facilitate design, construction and operation processes to form a reliable basis for decisions.

We had made clear the meaning of BIM in our study is BIM model. To further clarify, we footnote the definition of BIM used in our study on page 1 reference number 1.

● References [7], the following citation can be better reference: Y. Adachi, Overview of IFC Model Server Framework, European Conference of Product and Process Modeling ECPPM 2002